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Abstract
We entertain the exotic possibility that dark matter (DM) decays or annihilations taking place
in our galaxy may produce a flux of relativistic very weakly-coupled bosons, axions or dark photons.
We show that there exist several upper bounds for this flux on Earth assuming generic minimal
requirements for DM, such as a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe or an annihilation rate
that leaves unaffected the background evolution during matter domination. These bounds do not
depend on the identity or the couplings of the bosons. We then show that this new flux cannot be
large enough to explain the recent XENON1T excess, while assuming that the bosons’ couplings to
the Standard Model are consistent with all current experimental and observational constraints. We
also discuss a possible caveat to these bounds and a route to explain the excess.
1 Introduction
The XENON collaboration recently reported results from searches for new physics using low-energy
electronic recoil data with an exposure of 0.65 ton-years [1]. They observe an excess of 53± 15 events (a
3.5σ Poisson significance) over the known background in the energy bins between (1–7) keV with a peak
between (2–3) keV. An intriguing explanation for the excess, proposed by ref. [1], is the solar axion model
in which relativistic axions from the Sun with energy in the keV range are absorbed by the detector.
Although experimental anomalies come and go, they motivate us to think about new theoretical ideas
and experimental opportunities that might have been previously overlooked.
Broadly, there could be at least four possible routes to explain the XENON1T excess using new
physics: a) absorption of relativistic bosons with keV scale energy such as solar axions (which has been a
benchmark scenario for direct detection experiments [2–5]); b) scattering of relativistic particles with keV
scale energy such as solar neutrinos with an enhanced magnetic moment [1,6] or with new interactions [7];
c) absorption of a non-relativistic dark matter (DM) particle with mass about (2–3) keV [1,8,9]; and d)
scattering of non-relativistic fast-moving particles off electrons with a speed ∼ 25 times the escape speed
of our galaxy [10, 11]. The XENON preprint suggests that the fit of a peak-like excess as predicted in
scenario c) above is statistically less significant.1
In this article, we will focus on scenario a): absorption of relativistic bosons, ψ, either axions or
dark photons, leading to an ionization signal in a direct detection experiment. One serious issue facing
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1The preprint does not quote an explicit number, but only states that the global significance of scenario c) is less
than 3σ. This may mainly be due to the fact that scenario c) is subject to a look-elsewhere effect while explanations of
solar axion/neutrinos do not suffer from this effect since their energies are determined by the solar temperature, which is
∼ O(keV).
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such a scenario is that given the current stringent constraints on ψ’s couplings to standard model (SM)
particles, it is hard to obtain a large enough rate to explain the excess. Indeed, as already shown in
the XENON collaboration report [1], for solar axions (probably the most appealing scenario since its
energy range is pinned by the SM physics determining the solar temperature), the axion-SM couplings
required to explain the excess are in conflict with various constraints (e.g., from the red giant branch on
the axion-electron coupling [12]) by at least one order of magnitude, irrespective of the combination of
the various couplings considered. In other words, if we assume the axion-electron coupling saturates the
red giant bound, the predicted number of events from absorption of ABC solar axions2 will be reduced
by a factor of 10−4, i.e: we would only predict about 0.01 events.
One potential way to evade the existing observational bounds is to decouple the production of ψ
from its absorption process in direct detection. More concretely, ψ may dominantly come from a source
different from the Sun, which relies on coupling of ψ to the SM particles. For example, novel ways of
producing ψ are DM decays or annihilations. In this case, the production of ψ relies on its couplings to
a dark sector, which may leave more room for a possible explanation of the XENON1T reported excess.
In particular, one could imagine a scenario in which the dark sector does not couple to any SM particles
directly except through a ψ portal, potentially causing the couplings of the dark sector to ψ to be weakly
bounded.
In this article we devote Sec. 2 to show that in generic models there are several upper bounds for the
flux on Earth of relativistic bosons ψ, whether the source for this flux is DM decays or DM annihilations.
We then use these conservative bounds to demonstrate in Sec. 3 that even if there were such a source, it
is impossible to explain the XENON1T excess for ψ-SM couplings that saturate all current constraints.
We discuss a possible workaround to the bound in Sec. 4, which requires more convoluted model building
and could still be subject to both model-dependent and model-independent constraints. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Sec. 5.
We want to emphasize that while our work is motivated by the XENON1T excess, the bounds we
derive on the generic scenario of relativistic bosons from DM decays or annihilations are independent of
the excess.
2 Upper Bounds on the Flux of Relativistic Particles from DMDecays
or Annihilations
In this section we consider the flux on Earth of relativistic particles originating from either DM decays
or annihilations. We will assume that the mean free path of these particles is longer than the distance
between the source of this flux and Earth, an assumption realized in the axion and dark photon cases.
We will then show that, based on several generic requirements of DM, there are upper bounds on this
flux. In this section we present our results in terms of an arbitrary DM mass, but in the subsequent
sections we will focus on scenarios with energy scales around keV.
2.1 DM Decays
First we consider the scenario of the DM particle φ with mass mφ, decaying to relativistic particles,
ψ, with a lifetime τφ. The flux at Earth is then given by
dΦd
dE
=
(
dNψ
dE
)
0
fφ
4piτφmφ
∫
ρDM(s)dsdΩ, (1)
2ABC stands for the main sources of axion production in the Sun: Atomic recombination and deexcitation,
Bremsstrahlung, and Compton.
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where
(
dNψ
dE
)
0
is the energy spectrum of the produced ψ; fφ is the fraction of dark matter being φ
and s is the heliocentric distance. Note that the integral above is the usual J-factor for DM decays,
Jdec =
∫
ρDM(s)dsdΩ, widely used in indirect detection. Note that in our case we integrate over the
entire sky, while in indirect detection the signal usually comes from a specific region of interest, often
only a part of the sky. It turns out that the dominant contribution to the J-factor is from the Milky
Way (MW) halo, which is about 1023 GeV cm−2. More details of calculations on the J-factor can be
found in Appendix A.
The minimal requirement for decaying DM is that its lifetime has to be longer than the age of
the Universe, 4 × 1017s. With this model-independent requirement, the maximal flux on Earth of the
relativistic particles from DM decays is
Φd ≈ 4× 109 cm−2s−1fφ
(
4 keV
mφ
)(
4× 1017 s
τφ
)[∫ (
dNψ
dE
)
0
dE
]
. (2)
For simple two-body decays with both daughter particles being ψ,
∫ (dNψ
dE
)
0
dE = 2. More generally,
this integral yields an O(1) number. If DM decays to standard model particles, the constraints on its
lifetime usually are significantly stronger. Depending on the final states, the DM lifetime may need to
be much longer than the age of the Universe. Yet as we will show, this very conservative upper bound
on ψ flux from DM decays already provides an useful insight into whether we could have a galactic flux
of relativistic particles with keV energies comparable to the flux of solar axions.
2.2 DM Annihilations
Let us now consider the scenario where a fraction fφ of DM can annihilate into relativistic ψ parti-
cles. This includes two possible cases: DM directly annihilates into various particles including ψ, or it
annihilates into some intermediate states, which subsequently decay to ψ. The goal here is similar to
the study in the previous section. We want to derive some upper bounds on the total flux of ψ on Earth
from DM annihilations, assuming very general requirements for DM.
We assume that the abundance fφΩdm has already been set at a redshift z0 via an unspecified
mechanism about which we remain agnostic (e.g. freeze-out or freeze-in). For redshifts below z0 then,
the average number density of φ, nφ, is given by:
nφ(z) =
fφΩdmρcrit
mφ
(1 + z)3 ≈ 1 cm−3 × fφ(1 + z)3
(
keV
mφ
)
, z < z0 , (3)
where ρcrit ≈ 10−5h2 GeV·cm−3 is the critical density of the Universe. We take Ωdm = 0.25 and h = 0.73
as fiducial values for the cosmological parameters. We pick the benchmark scale of mφ to be keV,
motivated by the XENON1T excess.
Quite generically, the energy density in φ particles arises from a thermal bath (either the SM or a
more exotic one, via either freeze-out or freeze-in). In order for this energy density to not be vanishingly
small, the energy density of the bath itself must be non-negligible. Since after matter-radiation equality
the energy density in all radiation, including this thermal bath, quickly dilutes, we are forced to have
the φ relic abundance set before this happens. Thus, we arrive to the condition that
z0 ∼> zeq , (4)
where zeq ≈ 3000 is the redshift of matter-radiation equality. Note that this is a very conservative
condition. Cosmological data such as measurements of the acoustic peaks of the cosmic microwave
3We are aware of the H0 “crisis” in cosmology, so we split the difference.
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background or of matter structure demand that the DM be very cold. For generic models this means
that the redshift z0 at which the DM abundance is fixed has to be much larger than zeq, before the smallest
modes observed enter the horizon. However, we will restrict ourselves to the condition in Eq. (4).
A fixed abundance for φ implies an unchanging comoving number density. This results in the following
consistency condition on the annihilation rate:
Γann(z0) = nφ(z0)〈σv〉 ∼< H(z0) , (5)
which guarantees the annihilations have stopped occurring. TakingH(z) = H0
√
Ω(z) = 2×10−18 s−1√Ω(z)
as the Hubble expansion rate, we arrive at
〈σv〉 ∼< 2× 10−18
cm3
s
√
Ω(z0)
(1 + z0)3
f−1φ
(
mφ
keV
)
≈ 10−18 cm
3
s
1
(1 + z0)3/2
f−1φ
(
mφ
keV
)
∼< 7× 10−24
cm3
s
f−1φ
(
mφ
keV
)
, (6)
where in the second line, we approximate Ω(z0) ≈ Ω(z = 0)(1+z0)3 in the matter-domination epoch, and
for the last inequality we use Eq. (4). We also want to emphasize that this is not a condition requiring φ
to have a thermal relic abundance, but the annihilation of φ to become negligible after zeq, so that both
the density background and perturbation evolutions are unaffected by DM annihilations into radiation
(even when the radiation is not SM particles). Similar to the decay case, if DM annihilates into SM
particles, there are usually much stronger constraints. Yet the bound could apply to cases in which a
dark sector is completely secluded from the SM except for a portal through ψ, which is feebly coupled
to the SM (e.g. axion).4
We can repeat the same exercise for the case of a 3-body annihilation process. In this case, the
consistency condition is given by:
Γann(z0) = n
2
φ(z0)〈σv2〉3−body ∼< H(z0) , (8)
where 〈σv2〉3−body is the 3-body annihilation cross section. Then we have
〈σv2〉3−body ∼< 2× 10−18
cm6
s
√
Ω(z0)
(1 + z0)6
f−2φ
(
mφ
keV
)2
∼< 2× 10−34
cm6
s
f−2φ
(
mφ
keV
)2
. (9)
4For example, consider a dark sector containing φ, a complex scalar DM candidate; χ1, χ˜1 and χ2, χ˜2, two vector-like
pairs of fermions and a, an axion-like particle. We assume that all the particles are decoupled from the SM except for
coupling to a, which couples to the SM electrons. The hidden sector particles are charged under a discrete Z3 symmetry
with the charge assignments as φ : +1, χ1 : +1, χ˜1 : −1, χ2 : +1, χ˜2 : −1, a : 0. The Lagrangian (other than the kinetic
terms) that respects the symmetry is
m2φφ
†φ+m1χ1χ˜1 +m2χ2χ˜2 + y1φχ1χ1 + y2φχ2χ2 +
∂µa
fa
χ†1σ¯µχ2 +
∂µa
fa
χ˜†1σ¯µχ˜2 + c.c. (7)
χ1, χ˜1 are degenerate in mass with mass m1 and so are χ2, χ˜2 with a common mass m2. To have φ stable, we need to have
the following mass inequality m2 < m1 < mφ < 2m2. Then we have φφ
† → χ1χ†1, χ1 → a+ χ2 that leads to production of
a’s.
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The flux of relativistic ψ particles coming from the annihilating φ DM particles is thus given by:
dΦ2
dE
=
(
dNψ
dE
)
0
f2φ〈σv〉
8pim2φ
∫
ρ2dm(s) dsdΩ , 2-body, (10)
dΦ3
dE
=
(
dNψ
dE
)
0
f3φ〈σv2〉3−body
24pim3φ
∫
ρ3dm(s)dsdΩ , 3-body. (11)
where, as in the case of decays, we evaluate the DM phase space integrals for each case separately,
reporting them as J2→2ann and J3→2ann respectively in Appendix A. Considering the flux from the Milky Way
and combining the equations above with the bounds from Eqs. (6) and (9), we get:
Φ2 ∼< 3× 109 cm−2s−1 fφ
(
4 keV
mφ
)[∫ (
dNψ
dE
)
0
dE
]
, (12)
Φ3 ∼< 2× 105 cm−2s−1 fφ
(
4 keV
mφ
)[∫ (
dNψ
dE
)
0
dE
]
. (13)
Finally, we remark on the interplay between fφ and 〈σv〉 which, under our assumptions so far,
are independent of each other. One might attempt to evade the bounds above by allowing for a very
large annihilation cross section 〈σv〉 during matter-domination while at the same time jettisoning the
requirement that the relic abundance of φ be set before matter-radiation equality. Effectively, this
implies that Γann > H during matter-domination and the comoving number density of φ decreases.
In order to avoid cosmological constraints, one could then expect that the φ is only a subdominant
component of all DM. However, since the φ particles are being constantly annihilated during matter-
domination, the fraction fφ of DM φ particles today will be tiny, proportional to 1/〈σv〉, regardless of
whether the annihilations ever stop (as in a standard freeze-out scenario) or not. Therefore, the flux
Φ2 ∝ f2φ〈σv〉 ∝ 1/〈σv〉 will be suppressed and this attempt ultimately fails.
3 Implications for XENON1T
In this section, we will apply the bounds derived in the previous section to the possible explanation
of the XENON1T excess via absorption of relativistic ψ particles. As shown in Refs. [1], an explanation
based on solar axions is in tension with stellar cooling bounds [13]. We will consider the scenario with
ψ from the galactic source, i.e., DM decay or annihilation of φ particles. Since the observed XENON1T
excess lies around ∼ 2 keV, we then require mφ ∼ 4 keV. In this case ψ’s couplings to dark matter could
be less constrained, yet we will show that even then the simple bounds we derive in the previous section
rule out this scenario.
3.1 Axions
To use the solar axion, e.g., ABC axions, to explain the XENON1T excess, one needs to have axion-
electron coupling gae ∼ (2–3)×10−12 [1], which is about one order of magnitude above the bound from
cooling of red giant [12]. Now let us consider relativistic axions from DM decays or annihilations. In this
case, the number of absorption events at direct detection is proportional to ΦDM g
2
ae with ΦDM being the
flux of axions from DM decays or annihilations as contrasted to g4ae for ABC axions (with two powers of
g2ae from solar production and two powers of g
2
ae from absorption). Requiring gae to satisfy the current
red giant bound, we have the absorption rate at direct detection reduced by a factor of 100 compared to
the ABC axion explanation. Thus we need ΦDM ∼ 100ΦABC(gae = 2× 10−12) to be able to account for
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the excess. For the ABC axion, the differential flux sharply peaks at (1–2) keV with [14]
dΦABC
dE
∣∣∣∣
peak
∼ 4× 1011 cm−2s−1keV−1
(
gae
2× 10−12
)2
. (14)
Integrating over dΦABCdE over the relevant energy bins (1–7) keV, we find that a flux of
ΦDM ∼ 1014 cm−2s−1 (15)
is required to explain the excess, a value at least three orders of magnitude above our estimated upper
bounds in Eq. (2) and Eqs. (12) and (13). Equivalently, this tells us that the maximal number of axion
absorption events at XENON1T that could have a DM origin is ∼ 0.05, assuming a value of gae that
saturates the red giant bound and a flux ΦDM saturating the bound in Eq. (12).
3.2 Dark Photon
A dark photon could kinetically mix with ordinary photon through a coupling FµνF ′µν/2 [15], where
 is the mixing parameter and F, F ′ are the field strengths of the U(1)EM and U(1)d gauge groups
respectively.
There are two possible scenarios of dark photons [16]:
• Stueckelberg case (SC): this is the limit in which the dark Higgs responsible for the breaking of the
dark U(1)d is so heavy that it is decoupled from the low energy effective field theory.
• Higgs case (HC): in this scenario the dark Higgs is light and there is no decoupling.
They have quite different solar production and direct detection properties. On the one hand, in terms
of production, we have [16]:
SC : γ(∗) → γ′; HC : γ(∗) → γ′h′, (16)
where γ′ is the dark photon and h′ is the light dark Higgs. Note that for the HC scenario, it is an
associated production and the Sun could produce both dark photons and dark Higgs. For the SC
scenario, the production is dominated by resonances, which are effective in the (10 − 300) eV energy
range, after which bremsstrahlung dominates, yielding an exponentially decaying flux [17, 18]. On the
other hand, HC dark photons and dark Higgses have a pretty flat spectrum of flux extending to above
keV [16].
On the other hand, in terms of direct detection, we have
SC : γ′ + atom→ atom+ + e−; HC : γ′(h′) + atom→ h′(γ′) + atom+e−. (17)
Note that in the first case a dark photon is absorbed and ionizes the atom, while in the second case a
dark photon (dark Higgs) is absorbed while a dark Higgs (dark photon) appears. In other words the HC
is a scattering process. We will focus below on the SC scenario, which is the purely absorption case.
There are strong constraints on  as a function of dark photon mass. The constraints for dark photon
with mass around or below keV is nicely summarized in Fig.12 of ref. [19]. The expected number of
events, before accounting for the detector efficiency) as a function of incoming flux, , and mγ′ has been
computed in refs. [16, 17] (summarized in sec 3.2 of ref. [20]). Assuming that  saturates the current
constraints for a given mγ′ , we show the expected number of events at XENON1T (without taking
considering detector efficiency) as a function of mγ′ in Fig. 1. We consider three possibilities for the flux
of relativistic γ′:
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• A monochromatic flux from DM decays or annihilations: dΦDMdE ∝ δ(E − E0), where E is the dark
photon’s energy, and we take E0 = 2 keV, the energy where the excess is observed;
• A box-shaped flux from DM decays or annihilations: dΦDMdE ∝ rect(E), where the rectangular
function satisfies rect(E) = 1 when 1 keV < E < 4 keV and is zero everywhere else;
• The solar flux from bremsstrahlung of dark photons in the Sun. The differential flux is given in
Eq. (4.11) of ref. [18]. Note that it is exponentially suppressed when E & 0.3 keV.
From Fig. 1, we see that the solar flux could only lead to at most 0.2 events. Even if we consider possible
fluxes with DM origins, we could still have at most ∼ 0.1 events assuming that the flux saturates the
bounds in Eq. (2) and Eqs. (12) and (13), regardless of whether the flux is monochromatic or box-shaped.
10−1 100 101 102 103
mγ′ [eV]
10−5
10−3
10−1
101
N
m
ax
ΦT = 10
10 s−1 cm−2
ΦL = 10
10 s−1 cm−2
Φbrem, L
Figure 1: The maximal number of events as a function of dark photon mass, with  saturating its current
upper bounds, for a total flux, for the transverse (blue) and longitudinal (red) modes, of 1010 s−1cm−2.
The solid (dashed) lines represent the case of a monochromatic (box-shaped) spectrum centered at
E = 2 keV (between 1–4 keV). The dot-dashed green line corresponds to the bremsstrahlung flux of the
longitudinal modes from the Sun.
4 Caveats to our bounds
Although our upper bounds on flux of relativistic particles from DM decays or annihilations in Sec. 2
are quite general, one could still devise complicated models to get around them. We will discuss one
such possibility below.
For the DM annihilation scenario we implicitly assume that 〈σv〉 is velocity-independent and does
not change with time. Yet it is known that 〈σv〉 could be velocity dependent, thereby changing as a
function of redshift. In particular, if 〈σv〉 = 〈σv〉|z0(v/v0)−n, where v0 is the average velocity of the
DM particles at z0 (e.g. arising from adiabatic cooling in the case of a thermal origin), then the upper
bound on the cross section given by Eq. (6) can be transformed into a bound on the cross section for
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DM particles in the galaxy (where v ∼ 10−3):
〈σv〉MW ∼< 10−18
cm3
s
(103v0)
n
(1 + z0)3/2
f−1φ
(
mφ
keV
)
. (18)
We can see that for the n = 1 case, or equivalently σ ∝ 1/v2, the upper bound on the cross section in
the Milky Way, and therefore the flux of ψ from DM annihilations, could be enhanced by an absolute
maximum of 103 (for v0 ∼ 1).5 Then in principle there could be a chance of a large enough new flux of
relativistic bosons from DM annihilations to account for the XENON1T excess, without violating current
experimental/observational constraints on the boson’s couplings to SM particles. Furthermore, note that
if n > 3/2 then the annihilation rate Γann will grow with time. Whether this can yield a sizeable ψ flux
evading our bounds and arise within a consistent framework is left to future work.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
Absorption of light bosons, DM or not, is an important target at direct detection. In this article,
we explore a new scenario in which DM decays or annihilations could produce very weakly-coupled
relativistic light bosons, axions or dark photons. We find several conservative upper bounds on the flux
of the bosons at Earth as a function of DM mass and fraction, using simple requirements of DM that
apply to generic models. These bounds are independent of the couplings and species of the bosons. With
these bounds, one could show that adding this additional source of bosons with keV energy to the solar
source could only lead to a small number of events (. 1) associated with absorption of bosons at direct
detection, assuming that the bosons’ coupling to the SM saturates current constraints.
The simple bounds we derive will hold, regardless of whether the XENON1T excess survives scrutiny
with data from upcoming experiments. For the present XENON1T excess, the bounds corner one class
of possible explanations: absorption of relativistic bosons, assuming that all current constraints on the
boson’s coupling to standard model are correct. As usual, there could be loopholes to the bounds if one
is willing to do more model building gymnastics, e.g., having a non-trivial time-dependent annihilation
cross section; we defer that exercise to future work.
Imposing the bounds we derive, the potential DM source of relativistic bosons could still be as
important as or even dominate over the solar source. This raises the general question whether we could
obtain some direction information of electron recoil events at direct detection to tell apart where the
incoming particles come from. This could help narrow down possible explanations in case of a confirmed
discovery in the future.
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A Calculation of J factors
In this appendix, we detail the J-factor calculations and explain why we only consider the contribu-
tions to the flux from the MW halo.
5The σ ∝ 1/v2 behavior of the cross section is a characteristic feature of particle physics models with Sommerfeld
enhancement and requires the presence of a light mediator. However, as shown in ref. [21], the enhanced cross section of
such models during the Dark Ages is subject to various cosmological constraints.
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For uniformity, in our calculations we assume a cuspy profile, the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
density profile [22], for all DM regions including the MW halo and its dwarf galaxies,
ρhaloDM (r) =
ρ0
r
rs
(
1 + rrs
)2 , (19)
where rs and ρ0 are the scale radius and the mean DM density respectively. For the MW halo, rs = 20
kpc and ρ0 is determined such that ρ(r) = 0.4 GeV/cm3 [23, 24]. The J factor integrals outlined in
the main text can then be performed in a straightforward fashion over the entire solid angle for a chosen
line-of-sight distance.
In case of dwarfs, however, the story is slightly complicated by the fact that they are finite sized
objects further away from the main halo. Following refs. [25–27], the NFW parameters for a dwarf are
rs = 5Rh and ρ0 ∼ Mh/r3s , where Rh denotes the half-light radius and Mh = M(Rh) is the DM mass
enclosed within it. To compute the J factors, we also appropriately modify the phase space angle for an
integration over a cylindrical volume,
dΩ ds→ 1
D2
2piRdRdz, (20)
where D is the distance to the dwarf in the heliocentric frame, z is the line-of-sight direction, and R is
a planar polar coordinate in the sky. Under these assumptions, as shown in ref. [27], the J factors can
be computed analytically and have the following asymptotic form,
(J2→2ann )dwarf ∼
ρ20 r
3
s
D2
, (J3→2ann )dwarf ∼
ρ30 r
3
s
D2
, Jdwarfdec ∼
ρ0 r
3
s
D2
log
(
Dθ
2rs
)
, (21)
where θ is the angle between the direction to the dwarf’s centre and the line-of-sight direction, while is
the scale radius. Our results for the MW and several classical and ultra-faint dwarfs are summarized in
Table 1. For comparison, we also present results for the MW Galactic Center region, which is comparable
in volume to several classical dwarfs.
DM region
Distance
[kpc]
ρ0
[M/pc3]
Jdec
[GeV/cm2]
J2→2ann
[GeV2/cm5]
J3→2ann
[GeV3/cm8]
MW halo (full) – – 7× 1022 4× 1022 3.4× 1023
MW Galactic Center ∼ 8 ∼ 11 ∼ 1.3× 1022 ∼ 1.6× 1022 ∼ 2.5× 1023
Carina 105 0.10 8.7× 1017 2.1× 1018 2.7× 1018
Draco 76 0.30 2.4× 1018 1.8× 1019 6.4× 1018
Fornax 147 0.04 3.0× 1018 3.8× 1018 2.0× 1018
Ursa Minor 76 0.16 3.4× 1018 1.5× 1019 3.0× 1019
Segue I 23 3.03 1.1× 1018 6.5× 1019 2.4× 1021
Ursa Major II 32 0.31 4.4× 1018 4.0× 1019 1.5× 1020
Willman I 28 4.12 4.1× 1017 2.8× 1019 1.4× 1021
Table 1: Jann factors and Jdec factors for various DM dense regions, including dwarf galaxies, in the
extended MW galaxy. Also shown for reference are distances to the DM regions and their mean DM
densities for a NFW profile. The MW Galactic Center is defined as a galactocentric region with diameter
1 kpc.
From the discussion above and Table 1, we conclude that:
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• contribution of the MW halo is the dominant component of the daughter particle flux from DM
annihilations and decays. Note that the full halo contribution is larger than the that of the Galactic
Center, indicating that the J factors do not strongly depend on the choice of our dark matter profile.
• Jann and Jdec factors for the MW Galactic Centre are at least three orders of magnitude greater
than those for a nearby, DM dense dwarf with a similar volume like Segue I, both due to its
proximity to us and greater mean DM density.
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